
LESSON SIX 

COMPOUND WORDS 

Compound words are made up of two or more smaller words. The spelling 
of the small words does not change in the compound word. 
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~l. Listen to the compound words. 

t1ia. 
m 

0 
suitcase houseboat fireworks grapefruit footprint 

Listen to the names of the things in each picture. Write the compound words on the 
appropriate lines. 
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lb. Write the one-syllable words for the pictures. Then write two words together for each 
compound word. 

v 

0 
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le. Write the names of the pictures together in a compound word. Then match the word 
with the definition. (Write the letter of the definition in the parentheses.) 

~ +~ = ~ ( <J) a. a soft, comfortable place to 
sit 

~ +~ ( ) .b. a flat breakfast food, eaten 
with butter and syrup 

~+ Jff = ( ) c. the lamp in the front of a car 

~ ~ = ( ) d. a short letter on the back of a 
picture 

~,l?J y t~-
. 

+ ( ) e. a leather object for an 
American sport 

~fffi + 0 = ( ) f. a closet with shelves for 
dishes 

~ + ~ = ( ) yg. the spinal column 

h+ ~ = ) * h. a device to open a bottle of 
wine 

~ + r = ( ) * i. the male child of one's new 
wife 
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But soon it began to rain, storm, and snow. It was cold 

in the hall, so they built the roof again. For a brief while, 

the heads of the town met in the hall with torches. But 

one day, a glowing spark from a torch flew up and struck 

the wall. Before the fire was out, it had burned a hole in 

the wall. And through the hole shone a bright beam of 

sunlight! 

"So that's the cause of our grief!" someone shrieked. 

"We forgot something." And soon they had cut neat, square 

windows in all the walls, and all their problems were 

gone. 

3. men, met, mad, bread, bed, bean, buy, rug, ran, rang, red, 
rat, head, hand, hat, hay, hang, wed, want 

glove, good, gun, gum, lot, loud, love, lunch, found, from, 
front, frog, foot, food, rug, round, too, tone, touch, toe 

sang, sat, sent, set, seat, slight, swing, leg, let, light, wet, 
wait, wing, win, wig, van, vent, veil, real, rain, ran, rat, 
rang, ring 

skit, spice, spite, space, spy, sit, side, set, say, sat, sale, 
sad, kite, kid, pie, piece, pit, pile, pest, pay, pact, pace, 
eat, ease, act 

hem, hen, hit, hid, hide, him, hint, height, pig, pin, pine, 
pint, men, mend, met, mind, mine, mile, set, send, side, 
elm, end 

fowl, for, fog, fort, foul, few, sport, forth, spot, soul, sour, 
sum, sew, set, pot, put, pet, bow, bug, but, bum, both, beg, 
bet, our, owl, out, four, fourth, pour 
tow, toe, teeth, vow, you, youth, dove, dew, die, diet, out 

fan, fat, fad, fog, fond, can, cat, cot, cold, van, tan, tag, 
ton, told, sang, sat, sad, song, sold, old 

LESSON 6: Compound Words 

la. This exercise is to be read aloud. 

classroom, blackboard, flagpole, notebook 
playground, seesaw, hopscotch, sandbox, airplane, pop
corn, skateboard, baseball 
raincoat, necklace, nightgown, necktie, mailbox, mailman 
birdcage, flashlight, hairbrush, toothpaste, sailboat 

lb. mail + man + hole = mailman, manhole 
light + house + boat = lighthouse, houseboat 
bird + bath+ room = birdbath, bathroom 
swim + suit+ case = swimsuit, suitcase 

le. back + bone = backbone (g); cup + board = cupboard 
( f); arm + chair = armchair (a); pan + cake = pancake 
(b); head + light = headlight (c); post + card = postcard 
(d); foot + ball = football (e); step + son = *stepson (i); 
cork + screw = *corkscrew (h) 

LESSON 7: Multisyllable Words-Vowels 

la. magic, lemon, jealous, *leopard, many 
silver, *crystal, English, women, business 

lb. balance, camera, candy, shadow 
pencil, ready, against, weather 
mystery, business, pretty women, syllable 

2a. This exercise is to be read aloud. 

dollar, garage, ugly, stomach, country 

2b. follow, column, father, body 
country, luxury, honey, couple 

2c. seldom, content, (correct), never, anything, convinced, 
(correct), single, relax, constantly, (correct), energy, 
manage, supper, ready, (correct), answered, clever, (cor
rect), splendid, suggestion, husband, responded, (cor
rect), Wonderful, (correct) 

3a. This exercise is to be read aloud. 

afraid, mayor, erase, survey 

3c. This exercise is to be read aloud. 
radio (c), ancient (h), table (a), *ballet (g), volcano (d), 
*fiancee/fiance (f), station (b), cafe (e) 

3d. answer.(tomato)(jlaperXtableJfavorit~ manager, magic, 
calendar 

4a. This exercise is to be read aloud. 

eagle, between, concrete, relief, secret, stereo, people 

5a. This exercise is to be read aloud. 

5b. 

protein (b), early (a), ceiling (e), copy (c), period (h), 
honey (f), machine (d), valley (g) 

6a. This exercise is to be read aloud. 

polite, iron, dial, typist 

6b. 

6c. husband, delighted, idea, agreed, arrangement, Early, 
away, (correct), remained, maintain, faithful, (correct), 
baby, polished, (correct), explained, (correct), begin, other, 
(correct), worry, interrupted, guarantee, complete, daily, 
Believe, quiet, lazy, even, receive, (correct), bouquet, 
(correct), (correct) 




